DIRECTIONS TO ROBERT HALL’S OFFICE
HERBERT HOOVER MEMORIAL BUILDING, ROOM 138,
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
We’re adjacent to Hoover Tower, Stanford’s most prominent landmark.

Uber or Lyft Directions to Office: Search for “434 Galvez Mall, Stanford,” which is the address of the
Herbert Hoover Memorial Building (HHMB), one of two identical buildings on the corner of Galvez and
Serra, next to the Hoover Tower. But the best pick-up/drop-off point is next door at “Encina Hall, 616
Serra St.” It has a U-shaped drive making entry and exit easier for the driver.
Walk to HHMB: From Encina Hall, walk westward toward Hoover Tower and go up the steps to
HHMB, the second building back from the street (the other is Lou Henry Hoover, LHMB). Go through
front door in center of building, sign in with receptionist as directed, turn back and follow right-side hall
to the end to Bob Hall’s office, Room 138, in the corner of the building closest to the tower.
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Treitel Building: Many Hoover events are now held at the new Treitel Building, just beyond HHMB.
Use Encina Hall as your arrival point as above. Walk past HHMB to the path in back of the Tower,
which connects to the new building.

Self-Drive Parking: Search for “Stanford Visitors Center,” which is at the corner of Galvez St. and
Campus Drive. Park in the adjacent visitor pay parking (green P signs). Note your stall number and pay
at one of the two kiosks. Enter your stall number and follow payment instructions. Machines take cash
or credit card. Add time as needed up to 4 p.m. (it’s free after that, throughout the campus). Per maps,
there is other visitor parking in the area, but the Visitor Center lot is the best bet for available stalls.
Walk up Galvez St. toward Hoover Tower and cross Serra Street (at end of Galvez) to HHMB, and
continue with directions to Bob’s office as above.

More Stanford directions and maps at https://visit.stanford.edu/plan/index.html .

